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Abstract. It is known that the Q polynomial of a 2-bridge knot or link can

be obtained from the Jones polynomial. We construct arbitrarily many 2-bridge

knots or links with the same Q polynomial but distinct Jones polynomials.

The Jones polynomial VL(t) e Z[t '' ] [5] is an invariant of the isotopy

type of an oriented knot or link L in the 3-sphere. The writhe w(D) of an

oriented planar diagram F of F is the sum of the signs at all the crossings of

D, according to the convention explained in Figure 1 (p. 836). Let \D\ be a

diagram D with its orientation unknown. Then Kauffman's bracket polynomial

(D) e Z[A    ] [10] of \D\, which is a regular isotopy invariant, is defined by

(0) = 1 for a simple closed curve 0,

(D') = (-A2 - A~2)(D),
(D±) = A±l(D0) + ATl(DJ,

where \D'\ is the disjoint union of \D\ and a simple closed curve and |7).| are

identical diagrams except near one point, where they are as in Figure 2 (p. 836).

Then the Jones polynomial can be defined using the formula

VL(A*) = (-A3rw{D)(D).

The Q polynomial QL(x) e Z[x±l] [1, 4] is an invariant of the isotopy

type of an unoriented knot or link \L\ in the 3-sphere, which is defined by the

following formulas:

Qv(x) = 1 for the unknot U,

QL(x) + QL (x) = x(QL (x) + QL   (x)),

where the links \L¡\ have diagrams |F;| which are as in the above.
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FIGURE 1

l£>+l \D_\ \DQ\ \DJ

Figure 2

The author [7] discovered a relation between the Jones and Q polynomials

of a 2-bridge knot or link (see, for example, [2, Chapter 12]).

Theorem *. If L is a 1-bridge knot or link, then it holds that

QL(x) = lx~XVL(t)VL(Cx) + l-lx~\

where x = -t - t~. Identically,

QL(x)^lx~i(D)(D\) + l-lx~1 ,

where x = -A4 - A~A, D is a diagram for L, and D\ is a mirror image of D,

so that (D\)(A) = (D)(A~[).

This theorem implies that the Q polynomial of a 2-bridge knot or link can

be deduced from the Jones polynomial. Conversely, even if a Q polynomial

of some 2-bridge knot or link is given, we cannot necessarily infer its Jones

polynomial. In fact, through a computer calculation of polynomial invariants

of 2-bridge knots and links [9], except for a reflection such as right- and left-

handed trefoils, we found many pairs of 2-bridge knots and links with the same

Q polynomial but distinct Jones polynomials; {1014, 1031}, {1019, 1036},and
2 2

{94, 910} are such pairs in the table of [15]. Also it is known that there exist

arbitrarily many skein-equivalent 2-bridge knots [8] and links [6], which thus

have the same 2-variable Jones, Jones, Alexander, and Q polynomials. (See

[12] for the definition of skein equivalence and 2-variable Jones polynomial.)

\T
A
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Generalizing these examples, we prove

Theorem. For any positive integer N, there exist N sets of 1     1-bridge knots

(resp. links) AAAX,A%2, ... ,AAAn with ATAi = {KjX, Ki2, ... , Ki2s) such that

(i)  all the knots (resp. links) in the union (Ji=1 A%A share the same Q and

Alexander (resp.  1-variable Alexander) polynomials;

(ii) all the knots (resp. links) in each AT"t are skein-equivalent, and so they

have the same 1-variable Jones, Jones, and Alexander (resp. reduced

Alexander) polynomials; and

(iii) all the knots (resp. links) Kxx, K2X, ... , KNX have mutually distinct

Jones polynomials.

1. Preliminaries

Let a be a 3-braid. We denote a 3-braid aS"a~ and aS2a~ S"a, m,

n e Z , by a(n) and a(m, n), respectively, where Sx and S2 are elementary

3-braids as shown in Figure 3. Let Ga and 77Q be unoriented 2-bridge knot or

link diagrams as shown in Figure 4. From [8, Proposition 2.4], we have

Lemma 1.

(i) <"«(„)> = A"\d - 0 - (-A-4)"}d-[(Ga)(GJ)),

(Ü)  (Gtt(m,n)> - Am+n(GJ[(-A-y + (-A'4)" - 1 + {1 - (-A-y}

x{l-(-A-*)n}d-2(Ga)(Ga\),

where d = -A2 - A"2 is the bracket polynomial of a trivial 1-component link

diagram without any crossing.

Let Qa(x), Qa{n)(x),and Qa{m<n)(x) be the Q polynomials of unoriented

2-bridge knots or links with diagrams Ga , Ha(n), and Ga{mn), respectively.

51 S2

Figure 3
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Figure 4

Then we have

Lemma 2.

W   Qa{n)M = l(°n+l-<>n-l)(»-r<~lQa(x)2) + ß~lQa(x)2>

(ii) Qa{l,.l)M = (x2/4)(Qa(x)+l)2(Qn(x) + p)-p,

where an e Z[x    ] is the polynomial defined by an_x + on+x = xon, a0 - 0,

ox = 1, and p - lx~  - 1 is the Q polynomial of a trivial 1-component link.

Proof.

(i) is Lemma 6.1 of [6].

(ii) By Lemma 1 (ii),

(Ga{i,^) = (Ga)(-A-4-l-A4 + (Ga)(GJ)).

By substituting (Gn)(GJ) = %(Qa(x) + p) (Theorem *) and A~4 + A4 = -x ,

this becomes

(^i,..)>-ï«W + ».

from which we have

<^i,-.)0 = f<<A)(ß„W + l)-

Substituting these formulas into   (Gn{X >_1))(C7q(I _1}!) =  f (Qn(X ,_.)(*) + p)

(Theorem *), we obtain (ii).

Using Lemma 2, we can prove the following by induction:

Lemma 3.

Q,
i

a(m , n) - 2)(on+x - an_x - 2)Qa(xY(X) 2v"m+l       "m-1

--x(x + 2)amcTnQn(x)

+ j1 - }(<W. -ffm-, -2)K+, "«V. -2)}ß„ W

+ (/774)x(x + 2)cTmcin.
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Since on+x -on_x= a_n+x - a_n_x and aman = o_ma_n , we have from this

Lemma 4. Let a and ß be 3-braids. If Qa(x) = Q«(x), then Qa(m n)(x) =

Qa(-m,-n)\X> = ß/?(m,«)(X) = Qß(-m, -h)(x) ■

Remark 1. We can also prove the following by induction:

(Qa(x) + p)(Qa{mn)(x) + Qa{m+n)(x))

= (Qa(m)(x) + Qa(x))(Qa(n)(x) + Qa(x)).

Remark 2. Let a = S2S2.   Then the 2-bridge knots and links  1014,   1031 ,

1019,  1036, 94, 9j0 given above have diagrams Ga{_2l), Ga(2_x), Ga(2x),

Ga(-2,-i)' G«(i.i)» Ga(-i,-i)!> respectively.

Suppose that a is a pure 3-braid and m, n are even integers. Let VQ(z)

and V ,m   Az) be the Conway polynomials of the 2-bridge knots with diagrams
1/2       — 1/2

Ga and Ga{m . , respectively. (See [3]. Substituting z = t ' -t , we obtain

the Alexander polynomials.) Then we can prove the following by induction:

Lemma 5.   V ,„   Az) = ^V (z)3 + V (z).

Suppose that q is a pure 3-braid and m , n are even integers. Let VQ(i1, t2)

and VQ(m n)(tx, t2) be the Conway potential function of the 2-bridge links with

diagrams 77q and HaSma-isna , respectively, where the links are oriented so that

1 /2
they coincide if mn = 0. (See [3]. Substituting r(. for tA , i = 1,2, we

obtain the 2-variable Alexander polynomial.) Then we can prove the following

by induction:

Lemma 6.

Vaim,n)(tl ■ h) = ™«. - h')\h - í !)Va(í, , hf + Va(tx , t2).

1. Proof of theorem

Knot Case. Let a - s\s4 and e¡ui be either (lej, 4e(.) or (4e;, le A), e( = ±1 .

We define a pure 3-braid a[exux, e2u2, ... , £„«„] by

a[exux,e2u2, ... , eiui, ej+¡u¡+x] = (a[exux, e2u2, ... ,«,»,])(«,+, ui+l),

where we interpret a[exux, e2u2,..., epup] asaifp = 0. LetKa[eu¡ i^i_i^]

be the oriented 2-bridge knot with diagram G,c „  „ „      „ „ ,, so Kn is 5, in
I-   I w I ' fc2   2 ' "■ » fcpMp J " z

the table of [15]. Let Xn.„   .      .   be the set of 1" knots K.. .,

eiui = (2e;, 4e() or (4e;, 2e,), and ATnp be the union U£=±i •K;e¡,e2,...,e >

so o^ f, = {K }. Then all the knots in AT .„ . , are skein-equivalent by

[8, Propositions 3.1 and 3.2],, and mutually nonisotopic by [8, Lemma 3.1]. All

the knots in ATAa share the same Q and Alexander polynomials by Lemmas

4 and 5. Since for a 2-bridge knot the minimal crossing number equals the

maximal degree of the Q polynomial plus one [11, 13], they have the same
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minimal crossing number, which we denote by c     , so ca 0 — 5. We denote

the Jones polynomial of F^^.£^¡ (resp. \) by V^^    e{t) (resp.

Va(t) = t-t2 + lt3-t4 + t5- t6) and the writhe of G^ .^.....^j (resp.

G ) by w .„   .      . (resp. w   - -6). From Lemma 1 (ii), we have

V      Q[£,W, ,...,£pUp,£u]/

= ^6£<GQ[e £ ,)M"'6£ + ¿~& - ! + (^"16£ - i)^"8' - W"2
I   !'■•■'    pi

X (Ga[elul,...,epup]'(Ga[elul,...,epupy)}-

Because Va.£i_E¡¡(A4) = (-A3)-w-<>.<»(Ga[e¡u¡.^,'M wtt;Si.^ = wa-

4(e, + • • ■ + e ), we have

K;et,...,epJt) = t£K;si,...,ep«){t£ + t3E-t5E

+ ('£-i)VE + i)K;£|,...,£pw^;£.,£f(r')j.

Let   Ra£ and   ra.s      £    be the maximal and minimal degrees of

ya;h.1,«' Then c^-äJ;.,,.^-^.,.>£p  [10, 14, 16].  It is easy to

see that

F ..      „   . = F . .      . + c   „ + 3fi + 2, and
£*;£,,...,£,£ a ;£,,... ,£ a,P '

ra;£I,...,£p,£ = Ro ;£,,...,£„ ~2cQ,p + 3e_2-

Thus we have ca p+1 = 3ca p + 4 = 3P+I(ca 0 + 2) - 2 = 7 • 3P+I - 2, and

*«;«„...,«, = *« + (c„,o + 2)(3/' - l)/2 + 3(e, + ••• + ep) = (7 • 3P + 5)/2 +

3(e, -I-he ), which shows that at least p + 1 polynomials in F (í)'s

are distinct.

Remark 3. JT £| = {F (2(,  4£_,, F (4£,2£)}, cq , = 19, F„;£| = 3e, + 13,

'«;., =3e,-6.

q;£, ,£2 =  I     a(2£, ,4£,)(2£2,4£2) '      a(2£, , 4e,)(4e2 , 2e2) '

A«(4£, ,2£,)(2£2,4£2) '      a(4£| , 2e,)(4e2, 2e2)7 '

ca 2 = 65 , Fq£      = 34 + 3(e( + e2). We can see by a computer calculation

that Va.x_x(t]^Va,.XA(t).

Link case. We change the definition of the pure 3-braid a[ex w,, e2u2, ... , epu ]

as follows:

a = S2S2XS22 ; a[exux, ... , e¡u¡, e¡+luM] = ßS\mß~ Syß,

where ß — [exux, ... , e(w(] and e¡+1«(+1 = (Im, In). Consider the oriented 2-

bridgelink L^.^^ having diagram 77a[£ u   £„,   ,£ ^ . Then we can

prove this case in the same way as the other, using lemmas similar to Lemmas

1-4 and Lemma 6.
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Remark 4. If ejui = (le., le.) and a = S¡'Sx< ...S2"Sx", a¡, b¡ = ±1, then

each set Ají . consists of a single fibered 2-bridge knot. See, for example,«,£| i— ,tp
[6, Lemma 6.3]. Thus we can prove: There exist arbitrarily many fibered 2-

bridge knots (resp. links) with the same Q and Alexander polynomials but

mutually distinct Jones polynomials.
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